Far-reaching contact ban

**BANNED:**
Gatherings in public spaces of more than 2 people

**EXCEPTIONS:**
- Relatives, spouses, partners and people living together in a single domestic group
- Accompanying minors or people in need of assistance
- Essential comings together for social, work or service provision reasons or for reasons related to exams or providing care
- Using local public transport
- Burials

Apply from 23.03.2020 until 19.04.2020

---

Measures against coronavirus

**BANNED**
The operating of:
- Restaurants
- Pubs
- Snack bars
- Cafeterias
- Canteens

**ALLOWED**
- Food and drink deliveries
- Take-away sales
Measures against coronavirus

Apply from 23.03.2020 until 19.04.2020

BANNED

The operating of:
- Hairdressers
- Nail studios
- Tattoo parlours
- Massage parlours

ALLOWED

The operating of:
- Retail stores for food, collection and delivery services, beverage stores
- Chemists, medical supplies stores and drugstores
- Filling stations, banks, savings banks and post offices
- Laundries and laundrettes
- Newsagents
- Animal supplies stores
- Wholesalers

Quelle: Land NRW - Facebook
Measures against coronavirus

**All establishments must take necessary precautions**

- to ensure good hygiene
- to control access
- to avoid queues, and
- to ensure people keep at least **1.5 metres apart.**

Apply from 23.03.2020 until 19.04.2020

Far-reaching contact ban

**BREACHES:**

In the event of any breaches of the contact ban, the responsible authorities are required to impose fines of at least 200 euros and up to 25,000 euros.

Apply from 23.03.2020 until 19.04.2020
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